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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a generalized minimummean square error (MMSE) beamforming for downlink multicell
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems with local BS cooperations. Unlike the previous beamforming
strategies which have been designed for an idealized multicell MIMO system model, we consider a complicated but
realistic multicell MIMO system model. Our realistic multicell MIMO system model captures (i) different average SNRs
of users due to random geometrical distribution of users within cells, (ii) channel feedback latency due to air
propagation time and signal processing time, and (iii) different channel aging effects for intracell channel information
and intercell channel information due to an additional backhaul latency during the exchange of information between
pairs of neighboring cells. The key novelty of this paper is that we derive the closed-form beamforming expressions of
the generalized MMSE beamforming using convex optimization technique. The closed-form beamforming expression
gives insights on how the geometry of users and channel feedback latency affect the construction of optimal
beamforming vectors. Numerical results verify that the proposed generalized MMSE beamforming outperforms
previous beamforming strategies in both BER and average throughput performances.
Keywords: Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO); Multicell MIMO; Minimummean square error (MMSE)
beamforming; Limited backhaul
1 Introduction
With increasing demands of various multimedia service,
the next generation wireless communication systems are
expected to support much higher data rate than before.
The demand prompts an increase of interests in spec-
trally efficient technologies and therefore multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) has been extensively studied as
a key technology for cellular systems. Recently, MIMO
techniques are severely challenged by intercell interfer-
ence. In [1-3], intercell interference has been shown to
significantly degrade system performance especially in
the reusability of the spectral resource, which results in
limiting the overall spectral efficiency.
To mitigate the degradation, a promising approach is
to allow the base stations (BSs) to cooperate. The BS
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cooperation was introduced in [4] and then extended
to downlink cooperative MIMO systems [5,6]. In down-
link cooperative MIMO systems, multiple BSs exploit
their multiple antennas and use beamforming techniques
based on the sharing of all required information includ-
ing user data and channel state information (CSI). The
BS cooperation has been theoretically proven to improve
the system performance in terms of cell coverage, cell-
edge user throughput as well as average sum rate, and
the improvement becomes much larger as the network
size grows. However, the BS cooperation suffers from
real-world constraints such as limited capacity and non-
negligible latency of the backhaul network for information
sharing and huge computational complexity of joint pro-
cessing across all BSs.
Several pragmatic solutions for the problems have been
suggested in [7-9]. The key idea behind these techniques
is sharing CSI locally between neighboring cells without
sharing user data. In multicell MIMO systems with local
CSI sharing, each BS determines its beamforming vector
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based on CSI of both intracell and intercell links. In [7],
a simple beamforming technique for maximizing user’s
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) has been introduced. And
zero-forcing beamforming (ZFBF) has been extended to
multicell MIMO systems in [8]. A beamforming technique
that computes the best beamforming vector by defining a
new metric called signal-to-generating interference-plus-
noise ratio (SGINR) has also been proposed for multicell
MIMO systems in [9].
The aforementioned beamforming techniques, how-
ever, consider a simplified multicell MIMO system model
assuming an ideal user distribution within a cell and an
unlimited-capacity and zero-latency backhaul network. In
the emerging cellular systems where an early form of coor-
dinated multipoint transmission and reception (CoMP)
is ready for commercial deployments [10], the follow-
ing implementation issues should be carefully considered.
Firstly, cellular users are randomly located within their
cells and therefore experience quite different path loss
[11,12]. As a result, all users now have different values
of average SNR. Secondly, when a mobile station (MS)
receives a reference signal from a BS, it requires process-
ing time to perform channel estimation and create CSIs
for channel feedback. Similarly, a BS also requires pro-
cessing time to collect CSI feedback and compute beam-
forming vectors after MSs feedbacks their CSIs. A typical
time delay between the channel estimation and actual
transmission via beamforming can increase up to 8 ms in
commercialized long term evolution (LTE) systems. This
channel aging effect due to the channel feedback latency
significantly degrades beamforming performances as dis-
cussed in many related literatures. Finally, the backhaul
network, which is specifically defined as X2-link in com-
mercialized LTE systems, imposes some limitations for
the exchanges of CSIs between pairs of BSs. The backhaul
network introduces additional channel feedback latencies
across cells, which further increases channel aging effects
[13]. Thus, the shared CSI collected from neighboring
cells are normally more outdated than that of the self cell
and thus provides relatively inaccurate information for the
determination of beamforming vectors.
In this paper, we consider the design of downlink beam-
forming technique for multicell MIMO systems with local
CSI sharing. In particular, we follow the principle of
MMSE beamforming that computes the best beamform-
ing vectors by minimizing the error between the trans-
mitted signal and received signal caused from interference
and noise as in [14-16] and generalize it for multicell
MIMO systems considering real-world implementation
issues. The beauty of the proposed MMSE beamform-
ing is that we can find the closed form beamforming
expressions using convex optimization techniques even
for the complicated realistic multicell MIMO system
model [17]. Numerical results verify that the proposed
generalized MMSE beamforming outperforms other
beamforming strategies in terms of both BER and average
throughput.
The notations used in this paper are as follows: Bold-
faces are used for vectors and matrices; E{·} denotes
a mathematical expectation of random variables; IM
denotes a M-by-M identity matrix; superscripts ∗ and 
are used to denote complex conjugate and optimal value,
respectively.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
describes our realistic multicell MIMO system model. In
Section 3, we briefly provide an overview of three con-
ventional beamforming strategies developed for down-
link multicell MIMO systems with local CSI sharing. In
Section 4, we formulate an optimization problem and
derive a closed-form solution of the proposed general-
ized MMSE beamforming. Finally, we provide numerical
results in Section 5 and conclude in Section 6.
2 Systemmodel
Figure 1 illustrates a downlink multicell MIMO system
model. Total L cells are deployed in the network. The
BS in each cell is located in the center with M transmit
antennas and each user with a single receive antenna is
randomly distributed within the corresponding cell. Dur-
ing the downlink transmissions, users experience intercell
interference from neighboring cells. For simplicity, we
assume that M users in each cell are already selected
by a user scheduler at the given time. Therefore, each
BS serves M selected users in the corresponding cell
simultaneously.




















where xk,m is the data symbol of the kth user transmit-




= 1. hk,m and gk,m,j denote the desired time-
varying channel vector from the mth BS towards the
kth user in the mth cell
(hk,m ∈ CM×1) and the inter-
fering time-varying channel vector between the kth user
in the mth cell and the jth BS, respectively. xk,m and
the elements of both hk,m and gk,m,j are assumed to be
independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) circularly
symmetric complex Gaussian random variables with zero
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Figure 1Multicell MIMO systemmodel.
mean and unit variance. wk,m is the unit-norm beam-
forming vector for the transmission to the kth user in the
mth cell
(wk,m ∈ CM×1), and nk,m is the additive complex
Gaussian noise with zero means and unit variance. ρk,m
is the average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) reflecting ran-
dom geometry as ρk,m = PMN0dk,mα , where dk,m, α, N0,
and P denote the distance of the kth user in the mth cell
from the mth BS, path loss exponent, noise power, and
transmit power, respectively. Similarly, ηk,m,j is the aver-
age interference-to-noise ratio (INR) for the interference
that the jth BS causes to the kth user in the mth cell,
denoted as ηk,m,j = PMN0dk,m,jα where dk,m,j is the distance
of the kth user in the mth cell from the jth BS. In (1), the
first term on the right implies a desired signal, the second
term implies an intracell interference from the same cell,
and the third term implies an intercell interference leaked
from the neighboring cells.
In downlink multicell MIMO systems with local CSI
sharing, MSs need to acquire channel information such
as gk,m,j and ηk,m,j by monitoring reference signals from
neighboring cells. After the MSs report the informa-
tion to their own BSs with channel feedback, neighbor-
ing BSs share it through the backhaul network. It has
been proven in [18,19] that the first-order Gauss-Markov
process model well describes relatively small delays in
the communication systems. Using a first-order Gauss-
Markov process, channel aging effects can be modeled
as
hk,m = εk,m · h(τk,m)k,m +
√
1 − ε2k,m · hw, (2)






1 − ε2k,m,j · gw, (3)




k,m,j are respectively CSIs of τk,m and
τk,m,j time ago when CSIs had been created at the MS
for channel feedback. Including both air propagation time
and signal processing time, τk,m implies the intracell feed-
back latency from the kth user in the mth cell to the mth
BS and τk,m,j implies the intercell feedback latency from
the kth user in the mth cell to the jth BS. Practically,
τk,m < τk,m,j since τk,m,j additionally captures exchange
time of channel information between the BSs over the
backhaul link in addition to intracell feedback latency
[13]. hw and gw denotes the uncorrelated components
with hk,m and gk,m,,j, and consist of i.i.d. circular symmet-
ric complex Gaussian random variables with zero mean
and unit variance. The scalar values of εk,m and εk,m,j are
the temporal correlation coefficients for the desired and












where J0 (x) is the zeroth-order Bessel function and fD is
the maximum Doppler frequency in Hertz. As shown in
[19], the maximumDoppler frequency can be represented
by fD = vk,mfcc where vk,m is the velocity of the kth user in
the mth cell, fc is the carrier frequency, and c is the speed
of light, respectively.
3 Beamforming strategies for downlinkmulticell
MIMO systems
In this section, three beamforming strategies are pre-
sented, which have been originally developed for the mul-
tiuser MIMO in a single-cell system model. Motivated
by the analogies between mitigating intracell and inter-
cell interference except the heterogeneity of interference
links, three beamforming strategies are generalised to fit
in our multicell system model with slight modifications.
In addition, limitations of the conventional approaches are
discussed in detail.
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3.1 Maximum SNR (MAX-SNR) Beamforming Strategy
In downlink multicell MIMO systems, the simplest beam-
forming strategy is to choose the transmit beamforming
vector whichmaximizes the signal power of the user with-
out regards to the generating interference to other users
[7]. Therefore, in the maximum SNR beamforming strat-
egy, the beamforming vector of the kth user in themth cell




Note that the maximum SNR beamforming strategy has
an advantage in enabling the decentralized network con-
trol without information sharing on the backhaul link.
However, the system performance could be significantly
degraded by intercell interference especially for near cell-
edge users.
3.2 Minimum generating interference (MIN-GI)
beamforming strategy
As an opposite approach to MAX-SNR beamforming
strategy, each BS can find the transmit beamforming vec-
tors tominimize the generating interference to other users

















Note that the transmit beamforming vectors chosen in
(7), called minimum generating interference (MIN-GI)
beamforming, are recognized as an extension of zero-
forcing beamforming (ZFBF) since they try to avoid inter-
ference both among users and between cells. Inheriting
the drawbacks of ZFBF [20,21], the MIN-GI beamform-
ing strategy suffers from severe performance degradation
especially in the time-varying channel, where reported




As a compromise of the MAX-SNR beamforming strat-
egy and the MIN-GI beamforming strategy, an effi-
cient beamforming method for downlink multicell MIMO
systems with local CSI sharing is introduced in [9],
called the maximum signal-to-generating interference-
plus-noise ratio (MAX-SGINR) beamforming. In the
MAX-SGINR beamforming strategy, the beamforming
















Note that the numerator of (8) is the signal power at the
desired user and the denominator consists of noise and
interference to other users generated by themth BS. In [9],
it has been shown that in the simplified multicell-MIMO
environment where all users have the same SNR and INR,
MAX-SGINR beamforming outperforms both MAX-SNR
beamforming and MIN-GI beamforming.
3.4 Limitations of conventional multicell MIMO
beamforming strategies
In [7-9], the conventional multicell MIMO beamforming
strategies does not consider realistic cellular parameters
such as the random geometry of the users and different
temporal correlations due to the mobility of the users.
In [12], it is proven that user’s different SNR and INR
reflecting the distances from the BSs significantly affect
system performance. Therefore, the beamforming vector
for multicell MIMO systems should be effectively chosen
according to the different user SNR-INR ratio. In addition,
it has been shown that the accuracy of channel informa-
tion dominates the beamforming performance ofmulticell
MIMO systems [14], and thus channel feedback latency
as well as user mobility play critical roles in determining
beamforming vectors. The MMSE beamforming forms
a favorable mathematical framework to capture afore-
mentioned considerations as will be shown in the next
section.
4 GeneralizedMMSE beamforming for downlink
multicell MIMO systems
4.1 Problem formulation
The mean square error (MSE) of the kth user in the mth
cell which is conditioned by realistic multicell MIMO




∣∣yk,m − √ρk,m · xk,m∣∣2
∣∣∣∣








where Exk,m,hw,gw is the conditional expectation of xk,m,
hw, and gw. Note that in (9), we modify the conven-




to the difference between our system model and the con-
ventional multicell MIMO system model [7-9], where,
for simplicity, all average SNRs are assumed to be the
same without considering the random geometry of users.
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However, our complicated system model considers the
different received average SNR ρk,m, and INR ηk,m,j that
capture the effects of both transmit power and path loss.
Thus, the modified MSE definition reflecting the differ-
ence of those system models is used for the design of
beamforming vectors.
Theorem 1. With the realistic multicell MIMO system
model in (1) capturing random geometry of MSs and chan-
nel feedback latency including backhaul network, the mean
square error of the received signal at the kth MS in the mth















































· w∗i,jwi,j − εk,m · w∗k,mh(τk,m)k,m − εk,m





Proof. See details in the Appendix.
From Equation 10, the beamforming vectors need to
be determined to minimize the total MSEs under the
constraint of BS power. Therefore, the MMSE-based opti-
mization for multicell MIMO systems can be formulated









∥∥w1,1∥∥2 = · · · = ∥∥wM,L∥∥2 = 1. (11)
4.2 Closed-form solution via convex optimization
In order to obtain the optimal beamforming vectors
w1,1, . . . ,wM,L, the Lagrange dual function could be con-
structed as
L














where λ1,1, · · · , λM,L are the Lagrange multipliers. Based
on the Lagrange dual problem, Karush-Kuhn-Tucker
(KKT) conditions are given as following Equations 13 and
14:




(w1,1, · · · ,wM,L, λ1,1, · · · , λM,L)
= 0 · · ·Gradient of Lagrangian vanishes.
(14)
Since the problem is convex and Slater’s condition is sat-
isfied, the KKT conditions provide the optimal solution
for (11). We take derivatives of Equation 12 with respect




(w1,1, · · · ,wM,L, λ1,1, · · · , λM,L)







































= 0, for all k andm.
(15)
Then, the optimal beamforming vectors, w1,1, . . . ,wM,L,














































where IM is the identity matrix of sizeM.
Based on the closed-form expression in (16), we can
see how users’ different SNRs, INRs, temporal correla-
tions, and channel feedback latencies influence the choice
of optimal beamforming vectors. In particular, the ratio of
INR to SNR, ηi,j,m
ρk,m
, is important factor to construct optimal
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beamforming vector. At the very-low INR regime ( ηi,j,m
ρk,m
→
0), the optimal beamforming vector, wk,m, converges to
that of the conventional MMSE beamforming derived
for single-cell multiuser MIMO systems as in [17]. This
confirms that the conventional MMSE beamforming for
single-cell MIMO systems is a special case of the proposed
generalizedMMSE beamforming formulticell MIMO sys-
tems when INRSNR. In addition, when all users’ SNRs
and temporal correlations are also assumed to be the
same, the optimal MMSE beamforming vector in (16) is













where ρ¯ and σ¯e are the same average SNR and channel
error of users. At the very-high INR regime ( ηi,j,m
ρk,m
→ ∞),
the optimal beamforming vector is constructed largely
dominated by the interference from neighboring BSs. In a
nutshell, the generalized MMSE beamforming vectors are
effectively determined and dynamically balanced consid-
ering the overall status of multicell MIMO systems.
Finally, to calculate the Lagrange multipliers, we define





































Then, the eigen decomposition of the matrix  is  =
UU∗. Note that λk,m from the KKT conditions is the
optimal value satisfying the power constraint. Putting (15)









































λk,m + 1ρk,m + μj
)2 ,
(18)
where μj is the jth singular value of matrix  and uj is the
jth column vector of matrix U. The value of λk,m can be
found solving (18). Now, all the beamforming vectors with
Lagrange multipliers could be solved out.
4.3 Impacts of multiple receive antennas
Multiple receive antennas provide additional degree-of-
freedom for beamforming construction, which enables
several variants of receiver beamforming. For simplicity,
we try to limit our interests to the case of the receivers
with maximal ratio combining, i.e., matched filters. The
matched filter, r∗k,m = w∗k,mhk,m, combines received sig-
nals at multiple receive antennas, maximising received
SNR. Since this SNR improvement is statistically indepen-
dent with interference links, it reduces the contributions
of the interference links in steering transmit beamforming
vectors as seen from the analysis of the previous section.
In the context of amulticell environment, increasing num-
ber of receive antennas can be effectively regarded as
ηi,j,m
ρk,m
→ 0, i.e., diminishing INR; the intercell interference
becomes negligible in the limit of receive antenna num-
ber. In short, increasing number of receive antennas has
an impact on the proposed MMSE beamforming in a way
that beamforming vector constructions become gradually
robust against interference links.
5 Numerical results
In this section, we present numerical results to evaluate
the proposed generalized MMSE beamforming in terms
of BER and average throughput. Simulation parameters
are set based on commercialized LTE systems [10] and
briefly listed in Table 1. MSs are randomly dropped within
cells. Simulation results are averaged over 1,000 indepen-
dent channel realizations and user distributions. Different
beamforming strategies for multicell MIMO systems such
as MAX-SNR, MIN-GI, and MAX-SGINR are compared
with the proposed generalized beamforming in terms of
BER and average throughput performances.
Figure 2 shows how BER performance varies with BS
transmit power.We assume a QPSKmodulation and com-
pute an average uncoded BER. The simulation result indi-
cates that the generalized MMSE beamforming provides
the lowest BER in all regions of BS transmit power. And,
the performance gap increases with the transmit power
Table 1 Simulation parameters
Value
Carrier frequency, fc 2 GHz
BS transmit power, P 10∼40 dBm
Number of BS antennas,M 2∼4
Number of neighboring cells, L 3
Cell radius 1,000 m
Intracell feedback latency 8 ms
Backhaul link delay 20 ms
Pathloss exponent, α 3.7
Noise power, N0 −100 dBm
MS mobility, v 4 km/h
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Figure 2 BER versus BS transmit power, where L = 3,M = 4, and K = 4.
Figure 3 BER versus the number of BS antennas, where L = 3 and P = 40 dBm.
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since the generalized MMSE beamforming can effectively
steer beamforming vectors considering both intracell and
intercell interference in the interference-limited environ-
ments.
Figure 3 depicts how average BER varies with the num-
ber of BS antennas. As we can see from the figure, the
generalized MMSE beamforming shows the lowest BER
compared toMAX-SNR,MIN-GI, MAX-SGINR irrespec-
tive of the number of BS antennas. In particular, BER
slightly increases with the number of BS antennas since
the number of interfering signals also increases under
the current setting that a user scheduler always selects
maximum M users at a time. The generalized MMSE
beamforming keeps the degradation minimal by effec-
tively adapting either types of interference, i.e., intracell
and intercell interference.
Figure 4 compares average per-cell throughput perfor-
mance of different beamforming strategies. As the trans-
mit power at BS increases, the average per-cell throughput
also increases. However, the average per-cell through-
put eventually saturates in all beamforming strategies
limited by interference. The generalized MMSE beam-
forming provides the considerable improvement regard-
ing the saturation points. Specifically, the generalized
MMSE beamforming provides 34%, 49%, and 94% more
throughput compared to MAX-SGINR, MIN-GI, and
MAX-SNR beamforming, respectively.
On the other hand, Figure 5 focuses on average per-
cell throughput in the 5% outage sense to show the
performance of cell-edge users. As expected, the gener-
alized MMSE beamforming achieves significantly higher
throughput performance than MAX-SNR, MIN-GI, and
MAX-SGINR beamforming in all regions of BS trans-
mit power. In detail, the performance improvement of
the generalized MMSE beamforming at the BS trans-
mit power of 40 dBm is 27%, 53%, and 206% compared
to MAX-SGINR, MIN-GI, and MAX-SNR beamform-
ing, respectively. This improvement demonstrates that the
generalized MMSE beamforming provides more benefits
to users near the cell boundary since it can effectively
mitigate intercell interference.
6 Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed a generalized MMSE
beamforming for downlink multicell MIMO systems
with local CSI sharing and derived a closed-form solu-
tion. As the key novelty of this paper, we have consid-
ered a complicated but realistic multicell MIMO sys-
tem model including the users’ random geometries,
different temporal correlations, and different channel
feedback latencies. We have shown surprising improve-
ments in terms of both BER and average throughput
performances using the proposed generalized MMSE
beamforming.
Figure 4 Average per-cell throughput versus BS transmit power, where L = 3,M = 4, and K = 4.
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Figure 5 Average per-cell throughput in the 5% outage sense versus transmit power at BS, where L = 3,M = 4, and K = 4.
Appendix
Proof of Theorem 1
To derive (10), note that xk,m is i.i.d. circularly sym-
metric complex Gaussian random variables with zero
mean and unit variance. Expectations are performed
with respect to xk,m,hw, gw, and are conditioned by




k,m,j , which are omitted



















































− E [(h∗k,mwk,m)]+ 1,


















































− εk,m · w∗k,mh(τk,m)k,m − εk,m · h(
τk,m)∗
k,m wk,m + 1,
(19)
where (a) uses the fact that
∥∥∥w∗k,m









wise, and (b) computes the conditional expectation with
respect to hw and gw after replacing hk,m and gk,m,j with
(2) and (3), respectively. In this computation, we also use
the assumption that the elements of hw and gw are i.i.d.
circularly symmetric complex Gaussian random variables
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with zero mean and unit variance, i.e., Ehw
[hwhw∗] = IM
and Egw
[gwgw∗] = IM. This finally gives (10).
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